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Introduction. The aim of this paper is to develop further the algebraic theory

of minimal sets begun in [6] and [7] and to apply it to obtain a structure theorem

for the collection of group-like extensions of a given minimal set. When this

minimal set is taken to be a single point, the resulting theorem reduces to the one

obtained by Furstenberg [8].

The paper is divided into six sections. In §§1 and 2 the general algebraic theory is

developed. Since I feel that this theory can be fruitfully applied to other problems

in topological dynamics besides the one considered here, I have tried to make this

exposition self-contained. Thus much of the discussion contained in these two

sections is to be found in [6] and [7]. However, some of the notation has been

changed for purposes of simplification. The new material, herein, is concerned with

the construction and study of various topologies on a certain subgroup of the

/S-compactification of an arbitrary abstract group. These are the so called t-

topologies of which brief mention was made in [7].

§3 is a collection of results from various papers inserted in order to make the

overall exposition self-contained.

In §4 the algebraic theory is applied to develop a structure theory of group-like

extensions. The relation of this structure theory to that of Furstenberg for distal

minimal sets [8] is exhibited. This is done by means of the notions of a principal

extension and a principal bi-transformation group (analogous to a principal fiber

bundle) introduced in this section.

The main proposition of this paper is 4.14 which is a general statement about

principal group extensions. When applied to the situation at hand it yields a

generalization of the Furstenberg results.

In §5 the main proposition is applied to some special cases. Here the Bohr

compactification of the abstract group T is exhibited in terms of the algebraic

theory previously described.

During the course of this paper and also in [6] and [7] various seemingly arbitrary

choices are made. §6 is devoted to showing that these choices are indeed natural.

1. In this first section I introduce some notation and definitions which will be

used throughout the paper. A few basic lemmas are also proved.
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1.1 Standing notation and definitions. In this paper T will denote a group

provided with its discrete topology, ßT its Stone-Cech compactification, and

<e=(e(ßT) the Banach algebra of real valued continuous functions on ßT (with

I/I =sup [|/(x)|/* e ßT] for all/e T>.

Let teT. Then the map Rt:T^ßT such that Rt{s)=st {se T) is contin-

uous. Hence it has a continuous extension to all of ßT, which I shall again denote

byRt.
Now let xeßT. Then the map Lx: T-^-ßT, such that Lx(t) = Rt{x)(teT) is

continuous. (Recall that T is discrete.) Hence Lx may be extended to a continuous

mapping (again denoted Lx) of ßT into ßT.

For x,yeßT, set xy=Lx(y). Then xt=Lx(t)=Rt(x)(xe ßT, t eT), and it is

natural to set Rv(x)=xy (x, y e ßT). (Recall that 7" may be viewed as a dense subset

of ßT.) In this way ßT is provided with a semigroup structure such that Lx is

continuous (x e ßT) and Rx is continuous (x e T).

Let/s (ê, x e ßT. Then it will be convenient to denote the image of x under/by

if, x>.
Again let/£ #, x e ßT. Thenfx will denote Lx followed by/and xf will denote

Rx followed by / Thus <Jx, j> = </, xy} and <x/, y}=</ jx> (/e if, *, j e /ST).

Note that/c e # (/ê cê, x e ßT), whereas all that can be said in general about xfis

that it is in # when/6 # and x e T.

By a T-subalgebra síoftíY shall mean a uniformly closed subalgebra of #

containing the constant functions and such that tfe¿tf{teT,fesf).

One may view # as the set of continuous real valued functions on ßT or alterna-

tively as the collection of bounded real valued functions on T. This latter point of

view is useful in defining elements of #. Thus let K^ßT,fe <ê. Then/*, (fK), will

denote that element of ^ such that </*, r> = sup [(fx, í> | xeK] «/*, /> =

inf [<Jx, /> | x£K]) for all teT. (This notation does not agree with that of [6]

but is more convenient.) The reader is cautioned that in general </*, v> need not

equal sup [\fx, y) \ xeK] nor need (fK, v> equal inf [Xfx, y) | x e K ] when y is an

arbitrary element of ßT. One deduces from the continuity offK andfK, that </*, j>

^ sup [</ xy> | x £ AT] and that (fK, j>^ inf [</, *>>> | x e K] for all y e ßT.

1.2 Lemma. The following statements hold for all fe^,xe ßT, teT, and non-

vacuous subsets K<=ßT.

i-   (-/)*=-(A),
2- (tf)K=t(n,

2'.     (tf)K=t{fK),

3- (/*)*=/**,
3'- (AW,*,
4. fKxúfKx,

4'. fas/**.
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Proof. Let me first remark that 2', 3', and 4' follow from 1 together with 2, 3, and

4 respectively. Hence I shall only prove 1, 2, 3, and 4.

<(-/)V> = sup [<-/ ys} | y e K]

1. = sup [-</ ys} | y e K] = -inf [</ ys}\ye K]

= -<fK,s>       (seT).

<(//)*, i> = sup [<//,;*> | y eK]

2. = sup [Xf,ysf)\yeK] = (f\st)

= <//V>       (seT).

3. Let x e ßT. Then for all / e ¿,

<(fx)K, O = sup Kfx, j*> | y e K) - sup [</ jcj/> | j e ¿]

= sup[</z/>|zex¿] = </^,/>.

4. Let jeJjZefo. Then there exists yeK with z=yx. Since yeK,fyifK.

Hence </z, s} = (fyx, s} = (fy, xs}¿.<fKx, s). This implies that fKxgfKx.

1.3 Lemma, ¿ez fge^,K,L nonvacuous subsets of ßT, h=ft\g. Then hKuL

èmin(fKvgL,fLVgK); (where if F, Ge<€, ¿AG=inf (¿, G) a«¿ ¿vG =

sup (¿, G)).

Proof. By definition <fiKKjL, /> = sup [<«a, /> | aeKuL]. Now <«a, />g</a,/>

g </*, /> if a e K and <«a, /> ̂  (ga, /> ̂  <gL, /> if a e L. Thus in either case <«a,/>

= </* vgL,t~>- Since this holds for all / e ¿and all a e ¿ u ¿, we may conclude that

hEuLZfKvgL- Similarly hKuLúfLvgK.

2. The semigroup structure on ßT defined in §1 induces an action of T on ßT so

that the pair (ßT, T) becomes a transformation group in the sense of [9]. Since ßTis

compact, [9] guarantees the existence of a minimal subset M ofßT. This means that

MT^M and that cl (xT) = M (x e M). The transformation group (M, T) is

universal in the sense that if (X, T) is any minimal transformation group, whereA'

is compact Hausdorff, then there exists a homomorphism of (M, T) onto (X, T);

i.e. a continuous mapping v of M onto X such that TT(mt)=TT(m)t (me M,te T).

(See [5] for details.)

In general there are many minimal subsets of ßT, but they are all isomorphic [5].

One can also describe the minimal subsets of ßT in terms of the semigroup

structure; namely they are just the minimal right ideals of ßT [4].

As in [7] let M be some minimal subset of ßT and u a fixed idempotent in M.

(Such exists by [4].) Then the semigroup structure on ßT induces a group structure

on G=Mu [4].

In this section I shall define and study various topologies on G and subgroups of

G: These will include the -r-topology introduced in [7].
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Although M and u are chosen arbitrarily, it will be shown later that the. results

obtained are "independent" of the choices made.

2.1 Standing notation. Henceforth M will denote a fixed minimal subset of ßT,

u a fixed idempotent thereof, and G the group Mu. As in [7] I shall denote the

elements of G by lower case Greek letters, m designating the element u.

Let K<^G,fe<e. Define

K> = [a\aeG and/a ^ fKw],

K{ = [a | a 6 G and/ffcu g fa],
and

K(f) = K'n Kf.

It follows from 1 of Lemma 1.2 that Kr = K.f for all subsets K of G and element

/of V.

2.2 Proposition. Let si be a T-subalgebra of<€. Then the mapping K-> cls^ K

= f) [K{f) | fe ¿a], from subsets of G to subsets of G defines a closure operator on G.

Before proceeding with the proof let me remark that since si is an algebra,

cis^ k = n w n Kf 1/6 sí] = n [*' ^ *-' I/« <l

= n [*' \fesf] = n [*-/ i/e.*] = n k i a.*].

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that in [7] but I include it for com-

pleteness sake.

Let K and L be arbitrary subsets of G. Then we must verify that

(I) K^cls^K;

(II) if K<=L, then cls^ ^^cls^ ¿;

(III) cls^ (clsj^ Ä) = clSj^ K; and

(IV) cls^ (K u ¿)=cls^ tf u cls^ L.

With regard to (IV) note that (I) and (II) imply that els K u els ¿<= els {K u ¿).

Now suppose that a £ els AT u els L. Then there exist/ g £ sí such that a £ Ä7 u ¿ff.

This means that there exist t,seT such that </ af >></*, toi) and <g, «s>

><g-¿, tuj>. Since j/ contains the constant functions, we may assume that </, ar>

= <£><«>• Since jaf is a T-subalgebra, it contains the function h=tfAsg. Then

<n, «> = </ orf> = ig, as) > max «((0* »>, <(*)*, «»

-<XlO*vUr)B,c»> 2 <***>•>

by Lemma 1.3. Hence a $ {K u ¿)Ä whence a £ els K u ¿. The proof is completed.

If si is a J-subalgebra of #, then t(^) will denote the topology induced on G by

the above closure operator. Thus the T-topology introduced in [7] coincides with

If K<? ßT, then K will denote the ordinary closure of K in £71 Thus if Kcz G, and

sí is a J-subalgebra of #, cls^ AT<= G whereas K is in general not contained in G.

(Of course in this case K^ M.)
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2.3 Remarks.

1. One might try to define a closure operator on all of ßT by dropping the

restriction that K be a subset of G. However, the resulting function from subsets of

ßT to subsets of ßT is not a closure operator. (The operator so defined is not

idempotent.) The difficulty arises from the presence of the idempotent u> in the

definition of K''. If one eliminates this difficulty i.e. defines els K= [x\xeßT and

fx^fK (fe <%)], then one obtains the ordinary topology on ßT. Let me indicate the

proof of the above fact since I will use it later.

Let K^ßT, xeK,fe <€, and / 6 T. Then there exists a net kn in K with kn -+ x.

Hence </ &„/> = <//; ¿„>^ <//*> = </, */>. This implies that </*, *>£</, xr>;

whence fxSfK-

On the other hand, if x $ K then there exists fe % with </ *> = 1 and </ j>=0

(y e K). This implies that/*£/*.

2. Let si and $¡ be two ¿-subalgebras of % with si^SS. Then it is immediate

from the definition that r(sf)^r(Si).

3. By Lemma 1.2 number 3, (fœ)K=faK(feV, K^ßT). Hence if ¿<=G,

wK=K and (fo>)K=fK (fe <ë). Of course 0)a=/<* (a e G,/e <€). Thus we may

conclude that a e Kf if and only if a e Kfa. This implies that t(j^) = r(sim) for all

¿-subalgebras, si of #. Thus in defining the various r-topologies on G we may

confine our attention to those ¿-subalgebras which are contained in Jt = [f | fe <€

and foj=f] (note that <o2 = co implies that sim^Ji). In particular the above

considerations show that r(#) = r(Jf). (J( is nothing but #co.)

2.4 Lemma. Let ¿<= G,xeK. Then xw e cls^ K.

Proof. Let/e if. Then by 2.3, \,fx^fK. Hence fxw^fKw and so xo, s ¿'.

2.5 Proposition. (G, t(^) ¿j a compact, Tx space.

Proof. Let (¿¡ | i e T) be a family of T(#)-closed subsets of G with the finite

intersection property. Then (¿¡ | /" e I) is a family of closed subsets of /J¿, again

with the finite intersection property. Since ßT is compact, there exists x e Kt (i e I).

By 2.4 xw e els? Kt = ¿¡ (/' e /). Thus (G, t(G)) is compact.

Now let a,ßeG with a#/}. Then there exists fe % with </ a> < </ /?>. Hence

/? £ a' and so ß $ els«- a. Thus a=clsr a.

2.6 Proposition. Let s/ be a T-subalgebra ofS. Then

(i) the map Ra: (G, t(s/)) -¡- (G, r(s/)) is continuous for all aeG;

(ii) the map La : (G, r(sf)) —* (G, t(s/)) is continuous for all aeG such that

s/a^s/;

(iii) the map ß-^ß~1of(G, t(#)) into (G, r(T}) is continuous.

Proof, (i) Let K^G,/Secls^K,fesi. Then from fßifKw we deduce that

fßa^fKwa=fKa.   Now   K=Kw = Kaa~:L,   whence   fíca=fKa"-1aefKaa-ía=fKg;
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by Lemma 1.2, 4. Thus ßa 6 (Ka)'. Since / was arbitrary, we have shown that

Ra(clSj,? /¡Occisa Ra(K). Hence Ra is continuous.

(ii) Let Kc:G,ßecls^ K,fesi and aeG with sia^si. Then fa esi, whence

faßS{fa)Kut=faKoj; i.e. aße{aK)'. Thus ¿a(cls^K)<= cls^LaK, whence La is

continuous.

(hi) Let K<=G,ße els«- K,fe V. I shall show that £"* £ (A:"7" which will imply

the continuity of the inverse since K and / are arbitrary.

Set h=fK~\ Then he<ê and hKwShß since jSsi^. Let teT. Then <nK, i>

=inf [<n, at} | « € if]. Let« £ K. Then<n, ar>-</**\ «r>^sup [</, y_1«r> |yeJC]

£</, f> since «EAT. Hence (h,at}^if,t)(aeK), whence ihK, r>è</, r>.

Thus n^/and so fK'1ß=hß^hKw^fw. This implies that fß-l£fxa>;$jt. fi-1

B(K-iy.

It will be convenient for expository purposes to abstract the situation described

in Propositions 2.5 and 2.6. Thus for the remainder of this section S will denote a

group provided with a topology with respect to which S is compact and such that

multiplication is continuous in each variable separately. (Note: I assume no

separation axioms nor that inversion is continuous.) Let Jf denote the neighbor-

hood filter at the identity e of S and Q the intersection of the closures of the elements

of J/~, i.e. Q = H [V | V e J/~}. I shall show that Q is a closed normal subgroup of S

such that S/Q is a compact Hausdorff topological group.

2.7 Lemma. Let<p±A<^S. ThenÄ=(~) [AV-1 \ VeJf}.

Proof. The standard "topological group proof" works equally well here.

2.8 Lemma. Q is a closed invariant subgroup of S.

Proof. That Q is closed follows from its definition as the intersection of closed

sets. Now let x, y e Q, V, W e JT. Since y eel (int V), yW n int F# 0. Let a £ W

with ya e int V. Then there exists UeJ^ with Uya <= V, whence Uya <= V (recall that

right multiplication by ya is a homeomorpnism of S onto S). Now x e Ü. Then

xya £ V and xy e VW'1. Since W is arbitrary, xy e cl (cl (V))= V by Lemma 2.7.

Thus xye f][V | VeJf]=Q.

Now let xeg. Set (?=[£ | £ is a nonvacuous closed subset of S such that

£2c£c^g]. Since (xQ){xQ)<=xQ{QQ)<=xQ2<=xQ, xQ eê. The compactness

of S allows one to conclude immediately that i is inductive when ordered by

inclusion. Let E be a minimal element of S and ueE. Then {uE){uE)<=uE{E2)

<^uE2<^uE^E2^E<^xQ. Moreover, since 0#m£ and w£ is closed, uEeê.

The minimality of E implies that uE=E. Since ue E, this means that «y=u for

some y e E. Since S is a group, y=e; i.e. e e E^xQ. Hence x'1 e Q.

Finally let a e S, V e Jf. Set/(x)=axa~x {xeS). Then/is a continuous mapping

of S into S with/(e) = e. Hence there exists WeJf with/(JT)c V- The continuity

of/implies that f{W)^V. Thus/(£>)<= F. Since F was arbitrary, f(Q)<=Q;

i.e. aQa~1(^Q. The proof is completed.
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2.9 Lemma. Let Vbe an open element of' Jf. Then QV= V.

Proof. Let y e V. Since V is open, there exists WeJf with Wy c V. This implies

Wy<= V. Now gc W. Hence Qy<= V(y e V), i.e. QV<=. V. Let xeQ. Then xV<=- V

implies that xF<= F. Thus QV<^ V.

2.10 Proposition. S/ß is a compact Hausdorff topological group. Moreover,

if H is a subgroup of S then the coset space S/H= [Hx \xe S] is Hausdorff if and

only if H is closed and H=> Q.

(Note: The above statement applies equally well to the coset space

[xH\xeS].)

Proof. Let II: S-> S/Q be the canonical map, A<=S. Then first I would like to

show that II -XU(A) = QA. Now xelJ-^(A) if and only if U(x) = U(a) for some

a e A. This last can happen if and only if xa~x e Q, i.e. x e QA.

Let x,ye S with U(x)^YL(y). Then xy'1 $ Q. Thus there exists an open element

VofJf with xy'1 $ V. This implies the existence of an open element WofJf with

Wxy'1 nV=0. By Lemma 2.9 QV=V, Thus Wxy~1nQV=0. Hence

QWx n QVy=0. Now QWx and QVy are open subsets of S with IJ-^Wx)

= QWx and U-1U(Vy)=QVy. Thus îl(Wx) and U(Wy) are nonintersecting

neighborhoods of U(x) and U(y) respectively.

Let x e S. To show that the map yQ -> xyQ (y e S) of S/Q into S/Q is continu-

ous it suffices to show that its composite with II is continuous. But this composition

is merely n composed with left multiplication by x on S. Similarly, the map

yQ-+yxQ(yeS) of S/Q into S/Q is continuous. Hence S/Q is a topological

group by [2].

Now suppose H is a subgroup of S such that S/H is Hausdorff. Since H is the

inverse image of {H} under the canonical map p: S ->- 5/H, H is a closed subset of

S. Let N be a closed neighborhood of {H} in S/H. Then there exists Fe Jf with

P(V)<=N. Since N is closed, this implies that p(V)<=N, whence p(Q)<=^N. Since 5/#

is Hausdorff, the intersection of the closed neighborhoods of {//} is just {H} itself.

Thus p(ô)={iY} and therefore, Q^H.

Finally, let H be a closed subgroup of S with Q<=H. Then II(r7) is a closed

subgroup of S/Q with 5///" homeomorphic to (S/Q)/U(H).

2.11 Notation. Let /f be a subgroup of G, si a ¿-subalgebra of'g'. Then Q(H, sf)

will denote f) [ds^ V\V a T(<s/)-neighborhood in ./Y of w]. When there is no

possibility of confusion, this set will be denoted Q(sf) or simply Q.

2.12 Proposition. Let H be a r($)-closed subgroup of G and si a T-subalgebra of

<€ such that si H ̂  si. Then H/Q(H, si) is a compact Hausdorff topological group

when provided with the quotient topology induced by the topology r(si) on H.

Proof. Since (G, t(#)) is compact by Proposition 2.5 and H is T^-closed,

(H, t(#)) is compact. Now r(sf)<=. r(ff) implies that (H, r(si)) is compact. Finally
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the fact that siH<=si together with (i) and (ii) of Proposition 2.6 allows us to

apply Proposition 2.10 to obtain the desired conclusion.

3. In the rest of this paper I would like to apply the machinery developed in §2

to questions in topological dynamics. In particular I wish to reprove Furstenberg's

structure theorem for minimal distal transformation groups [8] and indeed to

generalize it to include the class of grouplike extensions introduced in [7].

In this section I shall recall some notions and results from other papers in order

to make this exposition more or less self-contained.

Let si be a J-subalgebra of <€. Then a T-homomorphism cp of si into ^ is an

algebra homomorphism of si into # such that <f>{tf) = t<f>{f) {t e T,fe si). The set

of J-homomorphisms of si into % will be denoted by \si\.

The set \si\ is given the structure of a transformation group as follows: First \si\

is provided with the smallest topology making the real valued function </> -> (f<f>, e>

(<f>e\si\) continuous for all fe si. This topology makes \si\ into a compact

Hausdorff space. Then 7is allowed to act on \si\ via the map (</>, t) -^-<pt(<pe \si\,

teT), where <f>t is that element of [si\ such that (<pt)(f)=<f>(f)t. It is easily verified

that this action makes the pair (\si\, T) a transformation group. If moreover

si<^Jl, (the algebra associated with the minimal subset M of ßT) then (\si\,T)

is a minimal set; i.e. the orbit [<pt/t e T] is dense in \si\ for all <f> e \si\.

As in [6] I shall say that the J-subalgebra si of # has a certain recursive property

if the corresponding transformation group (\si\, T) possesses that property.

Thus, for example, I shall say that si is minimal if (\si\, T) is minimal.

The above construction gives rise to a large class of transformation groups as the

following proposition reveals.

3.1 Proposition. [6, Proposition 3]. Let {X, T) be a minimal set with X compact

Hausdorff. Then there exists a T-subalgebra siofß such that si <^Jl and (\si\, T)

is isomorphic to (X, T).

Thus we can study the class of minimal sets with compact Hausdorff phase

spaces by studying the collection of T-subalgebras of J(.

Given a T-subalgebra si of # it is desirable to know what the elements of \si\

"look like". To this end let p denote the map f^-fp (fe #) of # into #, where p

is an arbitrary element of ßT. Then it is easily verified thatp £ |#|.

The set |^| can be made into a semigroup by defining <f»p for </>, >fi e \<ê\ to be that

element of \<€\ such that f{</»fi) = {fif>)if> (Je W).

3.2 Proposition [6, Lemma 2 and Corollary 1 of Proposition 1].

1. The map p-+p is a semigroup and a transformation group isomorphism ofßT

onto \V\.

2. Let si be a T-subalgebra of$ and<j>e\si\.

Then there exists peßT such that <p=p\si.
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Because of 3.2 I shall identify ßT with |#| and use the same letter to denote an

element of ßT and |#|. Thus peßT will also denote the map f->fp (JeW) of

<£ into (€. Moreover if si is a ¿-subalgebra of # and/» e ¿8¿then/>|,í/ will denote the

restriction to si of the map f->fp (fe <€). In fact when there is no chance of

confusion I shall denote p\si by p and thus viewp as an element of \si\.

3.3 Notation. Let si be a ¿-subalgebra of .#. Then ®(j/) will denote the subset

[a \fa=f,(fe si)] of G.
Let H be a subset of G. Then 2I(./Y) will denote the subset [/1 fa =fi (a e H)] of if.

It is shown in [7] that ©(¿Z) is a T(#)-closed subgroup of G. Moreover, if H is a

T(<ë>closed subgroup of G, then 9I(#) is a ¿-Subalgebra of # such that 2t(//)<=.J<

and©2í(#) = /¿

3.4 Definition. Let si be a ¿-subalgebra of (€. Then si is <&'s/a/ if fpw =fp for all

fesi,peßT, and idempotents w in M. (This is equivalent to requiring that

(\si\, T) be distal in the sense of [9]; see [11] and [3].)

3.5 Definition [7]. Let si, Se be ¿-subalgebras of ̂  with si<=-@<zj{. Then S8 is

a group-like extension of si if pw\si=p\si implies that pw\8S=p\ 88 for all peßT

and all idempotents w in M. If in addition, &(&) is a normal subgroup of ®(j/),

then 88 is called a group extension of si.

3.6 Definition. Let (X, T) and (if, X) be transformation groups with the same

phase space X. If the elements of H commute with those of T, then the pair of

transformation groups {(X, T), (H, X)} is called a bitronsformation group and is

denoted (H, X, T). In such a situation the orbit space X/H= [Hxjx e X] becomes a

transformation group with phase group T in a natural way.

The following propositions relate the various concepts introduced above.

3.7 Proposition [7, Proposition 20]. Let si be a T-subalgebra of JÍ. Then si is

distal if and only if si is a group-like extension of the algebra of constant functions, R.

3.8 Proposition [7, Proposition 27]. Let si and 31 be T-subalgebras of M such

that si^SS. Then ¿% is a group extension of si if and only if there is a group ofhomeo-

morphisms Hof\88\ onto \8S\ such that (H, \88\,T) is a bitronsformation group and

(\SS\/H, T) is isomorphic to (\si\, T). In this case H is isomorphic to Qb(si)/<&(8g).

In [7] a "neo-Galois theory" was developed in the context of group-like ex-

tensions. See in particular Proposition 19 of [7]. The following generalization of

that proposition has been proved by Horelick [10].

3.9 Proposition [10]. Let si, S% be T-subalgebras of JÍ such that @ is a group-like

extension of si, let F=[&\&: is a T-subalgebra of% with si^^^SS], and let

G=[H\H is a closed subgroup of G with ®(88)^H<^Q6(sij\. Then the map &

-* &(F) (¡F e F) is a bijective map of F onto G, its inverse being the

map H-^^(H)nS§.

In order to state the Furstenberg structure theorem I must introduce the notion

of an isometric extension.
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3.10 Definition [8]. Let (X,T) and (Y, T) be transformation groups. Then

(X, T) is an isometric extension of ( Y, T) if there exists a homomorphism II of

(X, T) onto (Y,T) (i.e. a continuous surjective map such that Tl(xt) = U(x)t,

{x £ X, t £ T)) and a continuous real valued function p defined on the subset

A = [(xx, x2) | flxx = nx2] of Xx X such that p restricted to II_*-(y) xfl~\y) is a

metric on II " x{y) for all y e Y and p(xx, x2) = p(xxt, x2t) for all pairs (xx, x2) in A

and all t in J.

The isometric extension is nontrivial if n is not one-one.

When si and 3d are 7-subalgebras of ^ with j^cá? and I say that 38 is an

isometric extension of si, the homomorphism n of (\3B\, J) onto (|^|, 7) will

always be understood to be the restriction map; i.e. Yi(<f>) = <f>\si (</> e |á?|).

3.11 Proposition [Furstenburg 8]. Let (X, T) be a minimal, distal transforma-

tion group with compact metric phase space X. Then there exists an ordinal number v,

minimal, distal, transformation groups (Xa, T) (a ̂  v) and surjective homomorphisms

Tlf: Xa -*■ Xß (ß<a<v) such that:

(I) Xa+X is an isometric extension of Xa with respect to the homomorphism

n«+1 («+!<");

(II) Xa is the inverse limit of(Xe, ß<a)for every limit ordinal a<v,

(III) (X0, T) is the trivial transformation group ;

(IV) XV = X.

Knapp [12] has observed that one can weaken slightly the condition that A'be a

metric space. I would now like to restate Proposition 3.11 in terms of J-subalgebras

of # incorporating Knapp's generalization. Notice that to say that X is compact

metric is equivalent to saying that the algebra of continuous real valued functions

on X is separable in the sup topology.

3.12 Definition. Let si be a 7-subalgebra of <ê. Then si is quasi-separable if the

7-subalgebra, {/}, generated by/is separable for all fe si.

Knapp has also observed that if T can be provided with a a-compact topology

making the map (</>, t) -* <f>t of \si\ x T into \si\ continuous, then si is quasi-

separable. Thus if T is countable, every T-subalgebra of ^ is quasi-separable.

Proposition 3.13 is essentially a rephrasing of Proposition 3.11.

3.13 Proposition. Let si be a minimal, distal, quasi-separable T-subalgebra of %.

Then there exists an ordinal v and T-subalgebras sia(a^v) such that:

(l) K^J*B(«uß<v);

(II) s/a + x is an isometric extension ofs/a(a+l^v);

(III) sia=cl (\Jß<asie) (a limit ordinal<v);

(IV) s/0 = R;

(V) siv=si.

4. In this section I would like to use the results of §2 to unify those of §3 and to

generalize Proposition 3.13.
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First I would like to make a few remarks about bitransformation groups

(H, X, T). Notice that in Definition 3.6 no mention is made of any topology on H

or T. For most of the situations encountered in topological dynamics these topol-

ogies play a minor role and indeed may be assumed discrete. However, even if X is

compact Hausdorff, the orbit space X/H need not be Hausdorff. It is clear that in

"practice" it would be nice to know that X/H is indeed Hausdorff. One condition

which will guarantee this when X is compact ¿2 is that H can be provided with a

compact Hausdorff topology 3~ such that the map (h, x) ->- hx of (H,J~)xX^X

is continuous. If such a £F exists, it must be equal to the topology of pointwise

convergence, provided that H acts effectively on X. In analogy with fiber space

theory it seems natural to call such bitransformation groups principal. (Recall that

H acts freely on Xif hx=x for some « e H and some x e A'implies h is the identity

of if.)

4.1 Definition. Let (H, X,T)bea bitransformation group and (F, ¿) a trans-

formation group. Then (H, X, T) is a principal extension of ( F, T) with group H if

(I) H acts freely on X,

(II) there exists a compact Hausdorff topology HT on H such that the map

(«, x)-*-hx of (H,^)xXinto Xis continuous, and

(III) (X/H, T) is isomorphic to (F, T).

The bitransformation group (H, X, T) is principal if it is a principal extension of

(X/H, T) with group H.

4.2 Remarks. 1. Let (H, X, T) be a bitransformation group such that (X, T)

is minimal and suppose the action of H on X is effective (i.e. hx=x for all x e X if

and only if « is the identity of H). Then it follows from the minimality of (X, T)

and the fact that [x \ hx=x] is a closed ¿-invariant subset of X, that H acts freely

onl

2. Let (H, X, T) be principal, K a closed normal subgroup of H,

then (H/K, X/K, T) is principal.

The purpose of the next two lemmas and propositions is to exhibit the relation-

ship between principal and isometric extensions.

4.3 Standing notation. For the remainder of this section the following notation

will be in force: (H, X, T) will denote a principal bitransformation group with

compact Hausdorff phase space X, ( Y, T) and II the canonical map of X onto Y,

(Z, T) a transformation group "in between" (X, T) the transformation group

(X/H, T) and ( F, T) i.e. I assume the existence of homomorphisms </> and >p of (A", T)

onto (Z, T) and (Z, T) onto ( F, T) respectively such that the diagram

«T\*

n

(Y,:

(Z,T)

4
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is commutative, finally y0 will denote a fixed point of Y and F the subset <A_1(j0)

ofZ.

In order to avoid the trivial situation I assume H^{e}, the identity of H.

4.4 Proposition. If His metrizable, then (X, T) is an isometric extension of( Y, T).

Proof. Let d be an invariant metric on H, S= [(0, b) | a, b e X, a e Hb]. Then the

real valued function p on 5 such that p(a, b)=d(h, e) where (a, b)e S and h is-the

unique element of H with a=hb satisfies the requirements of definition 3.10.

4.5 Corollary. There exists a nontrivial isometric extension (W, T) of( Y, T) and

homomorphisms f and g of (X, T) onto (W, T) and (W, T) onto (Y, T) respectively

such that the diagram

(X,T)      f

n       (w, T)

(Y,T)^S

is commutative. Moreover ( W, T) may be chosen to be a principal extension of( Y, T),

the group of which is a Lie group.

Proof. We can always find a closed normal subgroup K of H such that L=H/K

is a Lie group not reduced to the identity. (Of course the identity component of L

may be the identity in which case L is finite.)

Set W= X/K Then Y= W/L and (¿, W, T) is a principal extension of (Y, T).

Also, (W, T) is an isometric extension of (Y, T) by 4.4. (The maps/and g are the

canonical ones.)

Now let us assume that (X, T) is minimal. Let heH. Then the set [x | <f>(hx)

=<f>(x)] is a closed J-invariant subset of X. Hence if <p(hx0) = <l>(xo) for some

x0 £ X, then <f>(hx) = <f>(x) for all xe X.

Now let x0e X with n(x0) =y0, let z e F= ifi " 1(y0) and he H.l wish to define an

action of H on F. There exists k e H such that <p(kx0)=z. Set hz=<p(kh~1x0).

To see that hz is well defined, let le H with <p(lx0)=z. Then Tl(lxo) = fl(kxo)

whence there exists aeH with k=al. Then <p(alxo) = <f>(kx0) = (f>(lxo), whence

<f>(ax)=<f>(x)(xeX). Set x=lh-xx0. Then <P(kh-1Xo)=4>(alh-1x0)=<f>(lh-1x0).

The proof that (H, F) is a transformation group and that the map (n, z) -+ hz of

H x F into F is continuous is straightforward and I shall omit it.

The map ((x, z),t)-> (xt, z) of XxFxT-+ XxF defines an action of T on,

XxF which together with the diagonal action of H on Xx F makes (H, XxF,T)

into a bitransformation group.

I now wish to show that ((XxF)/H, T) is isomorphic to (Z, T). To this end let

z0=<f>(xo). Let (x,z)eXxF. Then there exists he H with hz0=z. Set <f>(x, z)

= (f>(h~1x). Now suppose keH with kz0=z. Then z=<p(k~1x0)=<f>(h~1Xo) =

^(h^kk-^xo) whence <f,(u) = <t>(h-íkü) (u e X).
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Set u=k~1x. Then </>(k~1x)=<p(h~1kk~1x)=<p(h~1x), whence <j> is well defined.

Again I shall leave the proof of the continuity of <£ to the reader.

Clearly <j> is onto. Now let le H and (x, z)e XxF.Let he H with hz0=z. Then

lhz0 = lz whence <fi(l(x,z))=4(lx,lz)=<P((lh)-1lx)=<l>(h-1x)=<pr(x,z). Thus f in-

duces a homomorphism <£ of ((Xx F)/H, T) onto (Z, ¿).

Finally suppose <j>(x, z)=f(x2, z2) for two points (xx, zx) and (x2, z2) of XxF.

Let zx = hxz0 and z2=h2z0. Then ^(«i" 1x1) = <£(«¿" :;c2). This implies that ufo)

= U(hx 1x1) = Tl(h21x2) = Tl(x2). Hence there exists le H with x2=lxx. Then

4>(hx~1Xi)=<p(h2~1lXi) whence <f>(hï1x)=</>(h2xlx) for all lei. Now set x=/_1jc0.

Then 4>(hxH~1x0)=4>(h2lXo), which is another way of writing that lzx = z2. Thus

¿(*i, Zi)=(&i, lzx) = (x2, z2). This completes the proof of the following proposition.

(The proof that the various diagrams involved are commutative is straightforward.)

4.6 Proposition. If(X, T) is minimal then there exists an action of H on F and an

isomorphism <f> of((Xx F)/H, T) onto (Z, T) such that the diagram

,(X,T)

(Z,T)((XxF)/H,T)

(Y,T)'

is commutative; where f(x)=T](x, z0) (x e X) and gy¡(x, z)= fl(x) (x e X, z e F) and

r¡ is the canonical map of XxF onto (Xx F)/H.

4.7 Proposition. Let (X, T) be minimal and F metrizable. Then (Z, T) is an

isometric extension of(Y, T).

Proof. By Proposition 4.6 we may assume that (Z, T)—((XxF)/H, T). Let o be

a metric on F and set d(u, t;) = sup [a(hu, hv)\ he H]. Then d is an //-invariant

metric on ¿.

Using the notation of Proposition 4.6 set S= [(a, b)\a,be(Xx F)/H, g(a)=g(b)].

I wish to define a real valued function p on S which satisfies the conditions of

Definition 3.10.

To this end let (a, b) e S. Choose elements (xx, zx), (x2, z2) in XxF such that

v(xi, zx)=a and ij(x2, z2)=b. Since g(a)=g(b), there exists a unique le H with

x2 = lxx. Then set p(a, b)=d(lzi, z2). To see that p is well defined suppose r¡(x'x, z'x)

=a, r)(x'2, z'2) = b and x'2 = l'x'x. We must show that d(l'z'x, z'2)=d(lzx, z2).

Since r¡(xi,Zi)=r)(x'i,z'i)(i=l,2), there exist hx,h2eH with (x[,z'i)=hi(xi, zt)

(i=l,2). Then x2=h2x2=h2lx1=h2lh1~1xx shows that T = h2lhx1. Thus d(l'z',z2)

= d(h2lhî1z'i,z'2)=d(h2lhîlhiZi,h2z2) = d(h2lZi,h2z2)=d(lZi,z2) by the H in-

variance of d.

The proof that the above defined p does indeed satisfy 3.10 is tedious but straight-

forward and will be omitted.
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4.8 Proposition. Let (X, T) be minimal and let (Z, T) be a nontrivial extension of

(Y,T) (i.e. F#{z0}). Then there exist a transformation group (W, T) and homo-

morphisms a, ß of (Z, T) onto (W, T) and (W, T) onto (Y, T) such that <ji=ß°a

and {W, T) is a nontrivial isometric extension of(Y, T).

Proof. Again we may assume that Z=(Xx F)/H and 4>=g- Since F^{z0} there

exists a neighborhood V of the identity of H such that Vz0 # F. There exists a closed

normal subgroup K of H such that K<=- V and H/K=L is metrizable.

Set N=F/K. Then since H acts transitively on F, L acts transitively on L. Hence

N is metrizable. Of course H also acts on N and we may form W=(XxN)/H.

Then the canonical map of F onto N induces a map a of (Xx F)/H onto (Xx N)/H.

Set ß(p(x, z)) = H(x) for all x e X, z £ N, where p is the canonical map of Xx N

onto W. Then g=ß ° a and (W, T) is an isometric extension of (Y, T) by 4.7. It is

nontrivial because Kz0^F.

4.9 I would now like to prove the main result of this paper. Again in order to

avoid needless repetition I shall introduce some notation which will be in force till

the end of this section.

Thus & will denote a F-subalgebra of Jl, K a T(#)-closed subgroup of G with

PK^P, & the subset [f\fe^; the maps <*-► </, ap> of (K, r(^)) into R are

continuous for all peßT], J£"=[f\fe&r,fa=f,(aeK)]. The main result then

states that -Sf is a principal extension of Jf with group K/K n ®(JSP).

The proof of the following lemma is straightforward.

4.10 Lemma. -SP is a T-subalgebra of & such that X<=-& and <eK<^&.

4.11 Lemma. Kc\ ®(jSP) is a -r{!F)-closed, normal subgroup of K and

{K/{Kn&(S(J),r(^))

is a compact Hausdorff topological group.

Proof. Set L=®(jSf). Let aecls^LJeSe. Since .SPc.^ fL<a£fa£fLto. But

/L=/=/L. Hence f=fw=fa; i.e. a e ®(JSP)=L. Hence Kn®ÇST) is a r(.F)-closed

subgroup of K

Let aeK,ßeKc\Qo(&),feSe. Then /a e JSP implies that faßa-1=faa'1

=/tü=/ Thus aß«-1 e JSTn ®(JSP) whence Kr\ ®(.SP) is a normal subgroup of K

By 2.12 and 2.10 it suffices to show that Q=Q(K, J5") is contained in L. Let

/e -SP, p £ pT, e > 0 and / the closed interval about </ p> of length e. Since </, p>

= </ a>p> and the map a -► </ «p> of (.£, J^) into R is continuous there exists a

tÍj?7) neighborhood F of w such that </ 0p) e / for all ß e clsjr V. Hence </, ßp> e /,

(j3 e Q). Since e and p were arbitrary, this implies that f=fß (ße Q,fe .SP). Thus

0<=@(jSP)=¿. The proof is completed.

4.12 Proposition. Let L=Kr\®{&), S=K/L,x: K^-S the canonical map.

Then the map r¡: Sx \S£\ -> |jSP| such that v(x(a), x)=ax (aeK,xe \&\) makes

(S, |JSP|, T) into a principal bitransformation group.
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Note: since 3?K<^& then the map/->/cor which I denote ax is a well-defined

element of |jSf| for all a e K and xe |if |. This defines a map J: Kx |jS?| -»■ [JSP|

namely £(a, x)=oa: (a e K, x e |if|). Then the following diagram defines t¡

Kx \sr\ —-► \sp\
id id

Sx\Sf\-*\&\

Proof. Let a,ßeK with x(«)=x(0) and let xe\&\. Then aß~1eL whence

fa~fß (/e -SO- Thus/ax=//Sx (/e J?) whence ax=ßx. Hence 17 is well defined.

Recall that the topology on |if| is the smallest one making the functions

x -»■ </c, e> continuous for all fe ¿t£ Since ifacri? (a e K), this implies that the

maps x -» t)(s, x) (x e |if|) of |if | into |if | are continuous for all j 6 S.

Moreover, by the definition of SC and the topology on \J¡?\, the maps a -* ax of

(¿, t(^)) into j JSf| are continuous for all x e |if |. Consequently the maps s->r¡(s,x)

of (S, t(!F)) into |if| are continuous (xe |if|). Hence r¡ is continuous [2].

Since (sx)t=s(xt) (s e S,xe |if |, t e T), it remains only to be shown that S acts

freely on |if |. Now S£^J( implies that (|if|, ¿) is minimal. Hence we need only

show that S acts effectively on |if |. To this end let s e S be such that sx=x (x e |if |).

Let aeK with x(a)=s and let x0 be the inclusion mapping of J? into #. Then

x0 e [.2?[ and sx0=x0 implies that/a=/(/e J3f). Hence a e¿ and s is the identity

element of S. The proof is completed.

4.13 Lemma. Let x,ye\&\ with x\Jf=y\jT. Then there exists a e K with x = ay.

Proof. Let S be as in 4.12. Assume that x$ Sy(Sy=rj(S, y)). Then the two

closed subsets Sx and Sy are disjoint. Hence there exists/e if such that (fax, e}=0

and (.fay, e} = l (ae K).

Since S acts on |if|, it acts on if. (The action of S on if is given by f->fs

(fe Sf, se S) where fs=fa for some o¡ e ¿ with xC*)31«-) Proposition 4.12 implies

that the map s -+fs of S into if is continuous when £C is provided with the su-

premum norm. Since the image of 5 under the above map is compact, there exists

geJ? such that (I) A(g)=J"s X(fs)dp(s) [1, §4, Proposition 2] for all continuous

linear functionals A on if where p is Haar measure on S.

Let a e K, t e T. Then the map «-*-<«, at > (« e S?) of SC into R is continuous

and linear. Hence (I) gives that (g, at}=$s (fs, at) dp.(s). Let j[(a)=/e 5. Then

<Js, «/> = </**, t} = (fsr, /> and js </rr, /> dp(s)=]s <Js, /> «W*) = <*. O by the
invariance of /x. Thus ga=g (a e K) whence geJf.

Again, applying (I) to the linear functionals « -*■ (hx, e> and « -> (hy, e> we see

that (gx, e)=$s(fsx, e) dp.(s)=0 and (gy, e} = (s(fsy, e> <Ks)=l. But this

contradicts the facts that geJf and x|X=j|X
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4.14 Proposition. Let & be a T-subalgebra ofJ? and K a r(^)-closed subgroup

of G with F~K^^. Then JSP is a principal extension ofcf with group K/(K n ®(J5P))

where £C=[f\fe^ and the maps a ->- </ ap) of (K, r{&)) into R are continuous

for allp e BT\ andJf=&rn W(K).

Proof. By 4.13 all we need show is that the restriction mapping r¡ of |JSP| onto

\X\ induces an isomorphism of (|JSP|/S, T) onto (\Jf\, T).

Let xe |JSP| and se S. Then rl(sx) = ax\X' where ae K with x(a)=s- But/a=/

(/e JT) by the definition of JC Hence r¡ induces a homomorphism rj of (|JSP|/S, T)

onto (|JSP|, T).

Now suppose t?(x) = t;(j(;) for two elements x, y of |JSP|. Then x\^T=y\X whence

x=a>' for some a £ K by 4.13. Thus * and j> determine the same element of |-SP|/S.

Hence r¡ is injective. The proof is completed.

In order to apply to 4.14 one must be able to compute -SP. Moreover 4.14 says

something nontrivial only when jSP#jC Thus one must be able to compute JSP and

prove that it is not c€. This is what I would like to do in the case of group-like

extensions.

Thus let si, 38 be J-subalgebras of Jt with si<^38 and 38 a group-like extension

of si. The natural candidates for IF and K of the preceding discussion are 38 and

®(si) respectively. However, in general 38®{si) is not contained in 38. (This is true

only if 38 is a group-extension of si) Thus the first step in the analysis is to enlarge

38 to a group extension, Sf of si.

4.15 Lemma. Let Sf be the T-subalgebra of Ji generated by (J [38a \ a e ®(si)].

Then Sf is a group extension of si.

Proof. It is clear from the definition of Sf that SP®(si) c Sf. Thus it suffices to

show that if is a group-like extension of ¿5P

To this end let peßT,weM with w2 = w be such that p\si=pw\si. Set fS

= U\fe&',fP =fPw]- Then it is immediate that St° is a 7-subalgebra of JS?

Since 38 is a group-like extension of si,p\38 = pw\38. Hence 38<z&. Now let

ae®(si). Then ap\si=p\si=pw\si=apw\si. Hence ap\38=apw\38, whence

38a<=-^. Thus 38a^<S(ae ®(si)), whence ^=J5P The proof is completed.

4.16 Lemma. Let si, 38, and ¥ be as above. Then

si=[f\feSr;fa=f(ae®(si))].

Proof. Set & = [f\fe Sf,fa=f(a e ®(si))]. Then ^ is a F-subalgebra of Sf such

that si<= <S. This implies that ®(^)<= ®(si). But it is evident from the definition of

<S that ®(si)<=.®(&). Hence ®«) = ®(^). Since if is a group-like extension of ^

and j/<=^c^ ^ is also a group-like extension of si [7, Proposition 9]. Hence

(S=si. The proof is completed.

Lemmas 4.15 and 4.16 indicate that we may apply the general theory with

&=y,K= ®(si) and that if we do this Jf turns out to be si.
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Now I would like to determine the ¿-subalgebra W=[f\feSf and the maps

a -> </ ap) of (®(si), r(£f)) into R are continuous for all p e ßT] which plays the

role of if.

Set A = ®(j/), Q=Q(A,if),2. = [f\fe S? fa =/(« e Q)]. Then I shall show that
W=I.

The proof of Lemma 4.12 shows (in the present notation) that Q<^&(W).

HenceW<=2.

Now suppose fe â. Let peßT and {<x„} a net of elements of A such that an

-► a e A in the topology r(3f). I wish to show that </ a„/?> -> </ ap>.

First observe that since ßm=ß(ßeG), </, ßp~)=(f, ßop} (ß e G). Thus we may

replace p by cu/? in the above paragraph. This implies that we may suppose that

p=uip, i.e.peM.

Since M is compact, we may suppose that anp converges to q e M. Then of course

(*) <«, a„pt} -* <«, qty for all he<£,teT. If we take « in si, this shows that

hp=hq since an e &(si). Thus p\si=q\si. By [7, Lemma 23] there exists ß e A with

ßprq.
I shall now show that a~1ß e Q. To this end let y e G with py=a> (such exists

since/) e M and pM=M, see [4] for details). I claim that there is a subnet of {anpy}

={an} which converges to qy in the topology -r(Sf). Indeed, if this were not so there

would exist an index k such that qy $ cls^ N, where N= [ajm^k].

This leads to a contradiction as follows: Let « eif Then hq^hNp since the net

{anp} converges pointwise to q (see Remarks 2.3, 1). Then hqy¿hNpy¿hNpy=hNu>

(by Lemma 1.2, 4). This means that qy e Nh(he Sf), i.e. qy e cls.?> N. Thus I may

suppose that {am} converges to qy in the topology r(if). Since {am} also converges

to a in this topology, a_1qye Q. Now qy=ßpy=ßw=ß.

Finally, relation (*) with «=/and z=e shows that </ anp} -> </ ßp) = (f, ap),

since/e Ü implies that/a=//S if a~1ße Q.

Thus we have proved that â=W. Now Sf is a group-like extension of si, Q a

closed subgroup of G with ®(i")<= ôc@GO and J=9t(ß) n £f. Hence by 3.9

®(^)=ß.

The above results are collected in the following proposition.

4.17 Proposition. Let si, SS be T-subalgebras of ' Jl with si^SS and 38 a group-

like extension of si, if the T-subalgebra of Ji generated by \J [38a \ a e <&(si)],

Q=Q(®(si), £f), 2. = [f\feSf,fa=fi (ae Q)\ Then 2. is a principal extension of

si with group ®(sf)/Q.

The problem now is to show that Q^®(si), for then ü# si and so J is a non-

trivial extension of si. It is at this point that the assumption that 38 is quasi-

separable must be introduced. I do not know whether it is true that Q^&(si)

without this assumption.

My present aim is to show that when 88 is quasi-separable %(88)Qj;%(si).

For the remainder of this section I shall retain the notation of Proposition 4.17.
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4.18 Lemma. Let L be a finite subset ofSf. Set

<¿, a> = inf [2 \if, «/>-</ 01 11 e t],      (a e ®(si)).
L/eL J

Then L is an upper semicontinuous function on (®(si), r(Sf)). (Note that I use the

same letter to denote the set and the function associated with the set. This should,

however, cause no confusion.)

Proof. Let aeR,N=[a\ae®(si),<iL,a)>a]. I wish to show that N is

tiST) closed.

Utßecls^N,teT. Set<f> = 2feL |r/-</ f>|;Le. i<p,p> = 2feL \if,pt}-if,t}\

(p e ßT). Then <f> e SP, whence (I) <f>Nü>e<f>ß.

Let a eN, se T. Then

(</,, as) = 2 \if, «#>-</, 01 è 2 \if> «'-</» s»\ -2 \if, sty-if, 01
feL feL feL

Za-J\<f,sO-<f,0\
feL

since aeN. Thus <pa^a—</> (a e N). Consequently <j>N^a-<p. Combining this with

(I) we get (a ~ <f>)a> g <f>ß. Evaluating this at e yields i<f>, /?> = a since (<f>, e> = 0. Hence

2/ei \if, ßO — if,0\ = a- Since t was arbitrary this implies that <L, ß)^a, whence

ß e N. The proof is completed.

The proof of Corollary 4.19 follows in the classical manner from 4.18.

4.19 Corollary. With the same notationas in 4.18, theset of points of continuity

ofL is a residual subset of ®(si).

4.20 Lemma. Let L be a finite subset of 38,

iL, «> = inf [2 \if, «O -if, Oilier]       (a £ ®(si)),

ß £ ®(38)Q. Then <L, |3>=0 i/¿ is continuous at ß.

Proof. First observe that <¿, co>=0 and that since ¿=0, L is continuous at a>

by 4.18.
Now suppose L is continuous at ß=yo where y £ ®(38) and he Q. Let e>0.

Choose neighborhoods V of ¿3, IF of S and N of w such that (I) yWa V, (II)

\(L,ay-(L,p)\<e(aeV),(m)(L,a)<e(aeN).

Since 8 £ ß <= cls^ N, there exists t? e W n N. By (I) and (II) | <L, yij) - <¿, 0> | < e

and by (III) <¿, 7j><e. But¿y=¿ since L<=-38 and y e ®(J% Thus <¿, yi?> = <¿, iy>

whence <¿, j8> < 2e. The proof is completed.

4.21 Lemma. Letfe38, {/} the T-subalgebra of 38 generated by fJf a dense

subset of{f}, a e ®(38)Q such that L is continuous at a for all finite subsets L of' 3tif.

Thenfa=f.
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Proof. By 4.20 (L, <x>=0 for all finite subsets L of Jf. This implies that the set

AL = [x | x e M, <«, ax~} = (h, x) (heL)] is nonvacuous for all such ¿.

Clearly AL is a closed subset of M and AL<=-AN if N<=L. Hence the family (AL\L

finite subset of Jf) has the finite intersection property. Consequently there exists

xeM with (ha, x} = (h, x} (heJf). Since Jf is dense in {/}, (ha, x) = <«, x}

(h e {/}). This implies that <//«, x> = <// x> (/ e ¿); i.e. </«, xt) = (f,xty(te T).

Since cl(*¿) = M, </«, y) = </ j> (j e M). Thus </a,/> = </<x,<u/> = </, «,/>

= </tü, /> = <//>(/ e ¿). The proof is completed.

4.22 Lemma, ¿e/ y èe /«e smallest topology on ®(si) making the real valued

functions a -y </ «> (a e <M(si)) continuous for all fe if Then (1) (©(-O, ^ is

compact. (2) The maps a -* jSa (a e ©(j/)) o/ (©(O, *0 /«'o (&(si), ■f~) are con-

tinuous for all ß e ®(si). (3) r^r(Sf), (4) (%(sf)/®(Sf), -f) (T here denotes the

quotient topology induced by if) is compact Hausdorff.

Proof. 1. Let Ql be an ultra filter on Qá(si). Since M is compact there exists

p e M such that qi->p pointwise. Then f(W) -> </,/>> (fe Sf).

Since %<^<&(si),p\si is the identity. Hence there exists [7, Lemma 3] a e &(si)

with p\Sf=a\Sf. Thus/W -* </ «> (fe if).

2. Let (<xn) be a net in ©(«O such that ctn ->- a e &(si) with respect to 'f; i.e.

</ «n> -> </, «> (/e Sf). Since y@(^)c^ this implies that (ß, <xn> -» </3, a}

(ß e &(si),fe Sf). Hence ßan -> ßa with respect to "T for all ß e <S(sf).

3. Let N<=&(si), a e ^-closure of N, and fe Sf. Then by 2.3, 1 and 1.2, 4,

fa^fN=fNa£fNœ; whence a e cls^ N. Thus the identity map of (©(-O, rT) into

(@0O, H^)) is continuous.

4. Let U= [(a, ß) | a, ß e &(sf) and </,«> = </, j8> (/e 5»)]. Then £/ is a

"^-closed equivalence relation on &(si). Hence (<ë(sf)/U, Y) is Hausdorff. But

(«, ß)eUif and only if c^"1 e ®(i^ since Sf is ¿-invariant.

4.23 Lemma. (<B(si)/®(Sf), t(S")) is a Baire space (i.e. the intersection of count-

ably many everywhere dense open sets is again an everywhere dense set).

Proof. Let (An) be a sequence of r(i")-closed subsets of &(si)/(3(S/') with

U An => V with Fr(y)-open to show that there exists n with the r(ie')-interior of An

not empty.

By 4.22 (3), Ak is ^-closed for all k, and V is "T-open. Hence by 4.22 (4) there

exists « with the ^-interior of An not empty.

Now &(si)/&(Sf) is a group and 4.22 (2) shows that left multiplication by any

element is a homeomorphism of (®(sf)/®(Sf), "H onto (©GO, ®(i"), "T). Since

(<S(sf)l&(Sf), -T) is compact, there exists a finite subset F of <&(si)/®(Sf) with

FAn=®(si)/®(y).

Finally since left multiplication by any element is a homeomorphism of

(&(si)/&(y), -r(Sf)) onto (%(si)/%(Sf), t(S?)) and An is r(i^-closed, we may

conclude that the r(i")-interior of An is not empty.
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4.24 Lemma. 1. Q®(38) is a-r(Sf)-closed subgroup of ®(si).

2.   If 38 is quasi-separable then Q®(38)^®(sf).

Proof. 1. Let t¡ be the canonical map of ®(si) onto ®(si)/Q. Now ®(38) is a

T(¿5")-compact subgroup of ®(si). Hence r¡(®(38)) is a T(jS^)-compact subgroup of

®(sf)IQ: Since (®(si)/Q, r(ST)) is Hausdorff, r¡(®(38)) is r(^)-closed. Hence

Q®(@)=r¡-1r¡(®(38)) is r(j50-closed.

2. Assume that 38 is quasi-separable and that Q®(38) = ®(j<). Let/£ 38, {/} the

T-subalgebra of 38 generated by/ J^ a countable, dense subset of {/}, and F(JSf)

the collection of finite subsets of Jf. For each L e F(3f) let L again denote the map

a -=► inf [2heL \iK at> - <n, 0| | f e J] of ®(<0 into Ä. Let y denote the canonical

map of ®(si) onto ®(si)/®(S^).

Then each ¿ in F(J>T) induces a mapi, of ®(si)/®(áf) into /?; namely <¿; y(«)>

= <¿, a> (a e ®(.a0). Let CL denote the points at which L is continuous and CL

those at which L is continuous.

Now x_1£-1[û, oo)=L-1[a, oo) is a i^jS^-closed subset of ®(j/) for all real

numbers a, by 4.18. HenceL'1 [a, oo) is a T(¿S")-closed subset of ®(si)l®(SP) whence

L is upper semicontinuous. Hence C=(~\[CL\Le F(3^)] is a residual subset of

(®(si)/®(y), t(¿Tj) whence by 4.23 C is a r^-dense set.

It is clear that v " ̂ CJ <=CL(Le F(JT)) and that x " X(C) c C= f| [Q 11 £ F(Jf)].

Since x is an open mapping, C is r(j5^-dense in ®(si).

Lemma 4.21 together with the assumption that Q®(38) = ®(si) implies that

fa=f (a e C). But the set of a for which fa =/ is r(j5^)-closed. Thus fa =/for all

a e cls^o C=®(si). Since/was an arbitrary element of 38, this implies that ®(si)

<^®(38). Hence ®(si) = ®(38) whence 38=si, a contradiction. The proof is com-

pleted.

4.25 Proposition. Let si,!% be T-subalgebras of J( such that si<^38 and such

that 38 is a nontrivial, quasi-separable, group-like extension of si. Then:

(1) There exists a nontrivial isometric extension it7" of si with si^W^SS.

(2) There exist an ordinal v anda collection of T-subalgebras (38 a | aiv) such that

(I) 38o=si, (II) 38^=38, (III) 38ac38B (a^ß^v), (IV) 38a+x is a nontrivial isometric

extension of 38a (a<v), and(V) ^a = cl ((J [38ß \ ß<a])for all limit ordinals a^v.

Proof. 1. Set 1 = [f | /£ y, fa =fi (a = ß)] and

* = If I /e Vf* = /, (« 6 g®(J))].

Then si<=■ tf and ^ # Jif by Lemmas 4.24 and 3.9. Moreover j^ e ^f «= j2 and J? is a

principal extension of si by 4.17.

Proposition 4.25 (I) now follows from 4.8 with |J| = X, \3tf\ =Z, \si\ = Y. The

algebra iT corresponding to W will be contained in 3^ which in turn is contained

in 38.

2.   Set @o=-&- Assume 38a defined for all ordinals a less than a fixed ordinal y
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such that the family (88 a \a<y) has properties (I), (III), (IV), (V) of Proposition

4.25 where v is replaced by y.

I wish to define 38 y. If y is a limit ordinal set 3&y=cl ((J [38a | oc<y]). Otherwise,

suppose y=ß+l. If 38\=38, set 38y=38. Otherwise choose 38y to be a nontrivial

isometric extension of 38B with 38y<=-38. (This is possible by 1.)

Thus 38a is defined for all ordinals a. Since 38^38 for all a and 38a^.38ß if a>ß

unless 38a=38, there must be a smallest ordinal v such that 38v=38. Then it is easy

to verify that the family (38a \a^v) has the desired properties.

The proof of the following structure theorem is similar to the proof of 4.25 and

will be omitted.

4.26 Proposition. Letsi,Sf be T-subalgebras of M such that si <^Sf and such that

Sf is a nontrivial, quasi-separable, group extension of si. Then (1) there exists a

nontrivial principal extension & of'si such that si^^S^-Sf and such that the group

of the extension is a compact Lie group. (2) There exist an ordinal v and a family of

T-subalgebras (Sfa \ a^v) such that (i) 6^=si, (ii) S"v = Sf (iii) ^cy^^j}^),

(iv) if,+x is a nontrivial principal extension of Sfa such that the group of the extension

is a compact Lie group, (y) Sfa=cl ({J [Sfe \ ß< a]) for all limit ordinals a^v.

In Proposition 4.26 ifj + 1 is in general not the "largest possible" principal

extension of Sfa, the reason being that it is insisted that the group of the extension

be a Lie group. If this is dropped and the principal extension is always taken to be

the largest possible, then the various extensions and groups involved may be

explicitly described.

Set %0=si, Qo = ®(si), Qx = Q(Qo, ¿0 and yx=<H(Qx) n $* (i.e. those fe Sf

with fa =/ (a e Qi)). Then Qx is a r(Sf)-closed, invariant subgroup of Q0 and under

the assumptions of 4.26, &x is a nontrivial principal extension of ^0 with group

Qo/Qi-
By Proposition 3.9, Qx = ®(^i) and so we may apply the above considerations to

^i. Qu Ô2=6(ôi, Sf), and ^2 = ^.(Q2) n S" in order to continue the construction.

Let ß be an ordinal greater than one and suppose we have defined two families

(ga \a<ß) and (Qa \a<ß) such that (I) &a is a ¿-subalgebra of Sf and Qa is a

T(if)-closed subgroup of &(si) for all a<ß, (II) <Sa = Sf n 2i(ßa) (a<ß), (III) if

a=y+1 and a<ß then Qa= Q(Qy, Sf), (IV) if a is a limit ordinal with a<ß then

Ôa = niôr|y<«]-
If ß is a limit ordinal, set Qe = f] [Qa | a<ß] and #Ä = Sl(gÄ) n Sf. If ¿8=a+1

then set Qe= Q(Qa, Sf) and 3^ = 21(0,) n if

Thus we have constructed two families (&a) and (Qa) satisfying (I), (II), (III), and

(IV) for all ordinals a. If ßa#@(iO then Lemma 4.24 shows that Qs¥=Qa for all

ß<a. This implies that y^Sf and that 1Sa is a nontrivial extension of S?fl for all

ß<a. Hence there exists a least ordinal v with ßv = ®(iO and ^v=Sf. This com-

pletes the proof of the following proposition. (Recall that by 3.9 &a = W.(Qa) n Sf

implies that ßa = ®(aQ.)
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4.27 Proposition. Let si, S? be T-subalgebras of JÍ such that si<=.y and such

that Sf is a nontrivial, quasi-separable, group extension of si. Then there exist an

ordinal v and two families C&a \ a^v), (Qa \ a^v) such that

(I) <8a is a T-subalgebra of Sf for all et|v with ^0=jaf and ^»=^

(II) Qtt is a r($)-closed subgroup of®(si) with Q0 = ®(si) and QV = ®(ST),

(III) &a=y n 21(0«) and Qa = ®(<0a) (aúv),

(IV) Qa+i = Q(Qa,^r)(^+lúv) and Ôî = D ÍQr I Y<ß] for all limit ordinals

ßuv.
(Y) Qa^Qß (außer) and Qa+X is a -r(£f)-closed invariant subgroup of Qa

(a+lSvX
(VI) ^a^-^g (a^ß^v) and &a + x is a principal extension of ^a with group

QJQ*+i{«+l$v).

4.28 Remarks. 1. Using the notation of Proposition 4.26 let a be a limit

ordinal with a=v. Set J^=cl({J [&B \ ß<a]). Then ¿f is a F-subalgebra of Sf. A

simple verification shows that ®(J^) = Qa. Hence 3V=&« by 3.9.

2. Proposition 4.25 is indeed a generalization of the Furstenberg structure

theorem (Proposition 3.13) since the latter is obtained from 4.25 by setting si equal

to the algebra of constant functions.

5. In this section I would like to apply the main theorem to the case where the

algebra under consideration is the algebra of distal functions. Throughout this

section 3i will denote the F-subalgebra of # consisting of all distal functions and ê

the J-subalgebra of % consisting of all almost periodic functions. Recall that/e S

if and only if [tf \ t e T] is a relatively compact subset of <€.

5.1   Lemma. 1.   fpeSforallfeeandpeßT.

2. if, e) = </ v) for allfe ê and for all idempotents v.

3. (?<=-? Le.fpv=fp(fe£,peßT,v2 = veM).

Proof. 1. Let fee,peßT. If the net of functions (tnf) converges uniformly to n

then the net (tnfp) converges uniformly to hp. Hence fp e <?.

2. Let v2 = ve ßT. Choose a net (in) of elements of T such that tn ->- v and sup-

pose that t~1^-peßT.

Let fee1. Then the functions (rJ;1/) converge pointwise to the function pf

Since fe S, (tñV) converges uniformly to pf. Let e>0. Then there exists n0 such

that \it-1f,qy-ipf,qy\<e(qeßT,n>no). Now set q=rtn. Then |</r>-

</ rtnpy \<e(reßT,n>n0). Hence we may conclude that </, r > = if, rop> (r £ ßT).

When r=e this gives if, e> = </> vp~> and when r=v that </ 0 = </, ^2p}-if, vp}.

Thus </,e> «</,»>.
3. Let/e <?, p e pTand v2=v. Let t e T. Then tfp e ê by 1 and the fact that S is

a J-subalgebra of <€. By 2 {tfp, e> = {tfp, v) ; i.e. {fp, t}={fpv, t}. Since this is true

for all teT,fp=fpv.
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5.2 Lemma. ¿e//e S. Then

1 •   <f, P> = sup [</?, p)\qeN]for all subsets N of ßT and all p e ßT.

2. </a-, p> = inf [(fq, p}\qeN] for all subsets N ofßT and all p e ßT.

3. If/e si, a T-subalgebra ofë, then the maps a -+ </ ap) of(G, r(si)) into R

are continuous for all p e ßT.

Proof. 1. Let e>0,peßT. Since fN is continuous and fee, there exists / e T

such that \(f», t?-<f,p>\<* and \(f,qt-f,qp)\ <■ (qeßT). Then (fN,p>-e

<(fN, /> = sup [</qt}\qe/V]<sup [</,qp>\qeN]+e. Thus

(fN,p> èsup[(f,qpy\qeN]

and a similar argument shows that sup [</,qp} \ q e N]-^(fN,p}.

2. The proof of 2 is similar to that of 1 and will be omitted.

3. Let p e ßT, (h, a) = </ ap} (a eG),a,b real numbers with a < b. I shall show

that h~\a,b) is r(sf)-open or equivalently that «_1[¿>, co) and h~\—oo, a] are

r(si)-closed.

Let ¿=«-1(-co, a] and aecls^^. Since fe si, fa^fKw. Hence (f,ap} =

(fa, />>*</*«, />> = </*, «/>> = sup [(fß, «>p>\ße¿]=sup [</ ßp>\ßeK]úa
(by the definition of K). Hence a e K, whence ¿is r(si)-closed. A similar argument

using 2 instead of 1 shows that h-1[b, co) is also closed.

5.3 Proposition. Let si be a T-subalgebra of % such that si G c si. Then si<^ê

if and only if (G/&(sf), \si\, T) is a principal extension of the trivial minimal set

with group G/®(si).

Proof. Assume si<^£. Now apply Proposition 4.14 with &=si and K=G.

Then Lemma 5.2 shows that Sf=si. Thus all that remains to be shown is that

2t(G) nsi=R.

Letfe%(G)nsi, xeßT. Then (f,x> = (fu,x)> by 5.1. Furthermore (fu, x)

= (fux,èy = (fuxu,è) again by 5.1. But uxueG and/e2t(G). Hence (fuxu,e)

= </, e>, whence </, *> = </, e> and/e R.

Now suppose that (G/(3(si), \si\, T) is a principal extension of the trivial

minimal set with group G/&(si). Let (/„) be a net of elements of T which converges

pointwise to p e ßT, and let/e si. I wish to show that the functions (/„/) converge

uniformly to the function pf

Let II: G/®(sf) x \si\ -+ \si\ be the map such that \l(a%(sf), x)=ax (x e \si\,

aeG). Let e>0 and r¡ the index on \si\ defined by

r, = [(x, y) I x,ye\si\, |</, *>-</, j>| < .1

Then since II is continuous and the spaces involved are compact Hausdorff, there

exists a neighborhood N of p\si such that (ax, ay) e 7? for all a e G and all x,yeN.

There exists «0 such that tneN(n^n0). Thus

I </ «/„> - </, atmy I < e       («, m ^ «0, a e G).
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Now I/? I is trivial and si is a group-like extension of R. Hence given qe ßT there

exists aeG with a\si=q\si. Since tfesi for all teT, we may conclude that

I {Uf, ?> — {tmf, q)\<e(n,mèn0,qe ßT). Thus the net (tnf) is uniformly Cauchy and

since it converges pointwise to pf, it converges uniformly to pf. The proof is com-

pleted.

5.4 Proposition. 1.   @>G<=3>.

2. i=ï(0n S, where Q = Q(G, 2).

3. ®(ê)=Q(G,@).
4. (G/®(é>), t(2)) is the Bohr compactification of the discrete group T.

Proof. 1. Let fe 3%. Then fpv=fp (p e ßT, v2 = v e M). Replacing p by ap in

the above relation gives fapv=fap (p e ßT, v2 = v e M). Thus fa e Si (aeG).

2. Let us apply Proposition 4.14 with ¡F=Siï and K=G. Then as in the proof of

5.3 21(G) n 2=R. Thus the 7-subalgebra 1T= [/1/e 9, a -* </ op> of (G, r(^))

into i? is continuous for all peßT] is a principal extension of R with group G/®(ifr).

Hence iT^êby 5.3. But cf <= 7T by 5.2 since <? c & by 5.1. Thus i=iT.

Now ^ is a group-extension of R. Then by Proposition 4.17 and the discussion

preceding it <?=2i(0 n 0.

3. This follows from 2, the fact that 3¡ is a group-like extension of /?<=^,

and Proposition 3.9.

4. Let tj-.T^-G be the map such that r](t) = utu(teT), Yl the canonical map

of G onto G/®(S), and £7=7nj.

Let fe£,t,seT. Then the equations futs~1uusu=futs~1usu=(futs~1u)su

= (futs~1)su=futu show that ^(í5_1)i?(j) is congruent to r¡(t) modulo ©(«?).

Hence a is a homomorphism of T into G/®(S).

Now let a e G. Choose a net (tn) of elements of T which converges pointwise

to a. Let/E 3¡ and í e T. Then rní converges pointwise to at. Hence </a, O = </» «O

=lim </ rnO=lim </wr„w, r> since f=fu and futn=futnu. Thus </«, t}^{fK, O

(re 7) where AT=->?(7). This implies that /a^fK=fKu^fKu. Hence els® î?(T) = G

and o(7) is dense in (G/®(£), r(S>)).

Now let H be a compact topological group and S a homomorphism of T into ¿7

with dense range. Then there exists a continuous extension p of S to ßT. It is easy to

verify that p(xy) = P(x)P(y) (x, y e ßT).

Since H is a compact topological group p*(fë(H))c^£. Thus /> induces a contin-

uous homomorphism ? of (G/®(S), "T) onto ¿7 where "V is the quotient topology

induced by the topology of pointwise convergence on G.

By Lemma 4.22 with si=R and if=S we see that T^" is the same as that induced

by r(S). Since &<=■&, r(S)<^r(2>) and because (G/®(/), r(2)) is compact t(^>)

induces the same topology on G/®(£) as does r(S).

Finally it is immediate that 8(t) = p(utu) = fi(°(t)). The proof is completed.

5.5 Remark. It is also of interest to apply the main proposition (4.14) to the

case iF=Jt=%.(o)) and K=G. The situation is complicated in this instance by the
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fact that 91(G) n Jf need not be R. (See for example [10] where it is shown that

21(G) nJfj=R when ¿is the group of homeomorphisms of the circle.)

If we assume, however, that 21(G) n Jf = R then Sf of Proposition 4.14 turns

out to be i. The reason for this is that Sf <=<f by Proposition 5.3 and £<=■ Sf by

Lemma 5.2.

Since ®<=-Jf, r(Si)^r(Jf) and Proposition 5.4 implies that (G/@(<f), r(Jf))

is the Bohr compactification of the discrete group ¿. (Recall that (G, r(Jf)) is

compact.)

An important instance when 21(G) nJf = R is when T is abelian. To see this

observe that in this case ut=utueG(teT). Thus if fe 21(G) nJ( and /e¿,

</, ty = (ft, e}; but//=/«/=/, whence </, /> = </, e>.

5.6 Remark. Another point worth considering is the relation between Q(G, Jf)

and ©(<?). Since ̂ c^, ß(G, Jf)<= Q(G, 2) and so Q(G, Jf)<=®(£) by Proposi-

tion 5.4. I do not know whether in general Q(G, Jt) = %(ê). If this be not the

case it would be interesting to identify the compact topological group

(G/Q(G, Jf), r(Jf)) which is "bigger" than the Bohr compactification of T and

which is associated with T in a natural fashion.

When ¿is abelian Q(G, Jf) = ®(<f). To see this let r¡ : 7-»- G be the map such that

r¡(t) = utu=ut, n, x the canonical maps of G onto G/Qb(£) and G/Q(G,Jf) re-

spectively. Set <7=n^ and p=xv-

Since ¿ is abelian, ij is a homomorphism of ¿ into G. Hence a and p are homo-

morphisms of T into G/®(/) and G/ß(G, Jf) respectively.

The identity map of G induces a continuous homomorphism </> of

(G/ß(G, ^#), r(Jf)) onto (G/@(/), tGO) such that &>=o-. Since (G/®(<?), t(^))

together with a is the Bohr compactification of T by 5.4 and 5.5, all that remains to

be shown is that p(T) is dense in (G/Q(G, Jf), r(Jf)). Now one shows this by

proving that els.* -q(T) = G just as in the proof of 4 of 5.4.

6. In this section I show that the results obtained previously depend " naturally "

on the minimal ideal M and the idempotent « in M. In order to be precise I shall

employ the language of category theory.

6.1 Definitions and notation. J will denote the set of idempotents of ßT which

belong to some minimal subset of ßT.

Let veJ and N the minimal subset of ßT with veN. Then K(v) will denote the

category whose objects are ¿-subalgebras si of # with si <=■ 2t(u) = [/1 fe <ë, fv =/].

Let si, 38 be objects of K(v). Then the set of morphisms from si to 88

(Horn (si, 8S)) is just the set of ¿-homomorphisms from si to 88.

6.2 Remarks. 1. Let veJ, N the minimal subset of ßT with ve N, si, 38 objects

of K(v) and <f> e Horn (si, 38). Then we know that there exists peßT with p\si=<f>,

i.e. <f>(f)=fp(fesf). Since ¿/<=2l(t>), p\si=vp\si. Moreover, since <^>(si)<^38,

sip^88<^%(v) and vp\si=vpv\si. Thus we may conclude that

Horn (si, 38) = [p\si \peNv and sip <= 38].
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2.   If we take v=u in 1, then AT becomes M and the objects of K(u) are nothing

but the 7-subalgebras of M considered in the previous sections.

Moreover, Mm=G so that in this case Horn (si, 38) = [a\si | a e G, sia<^38].

6.3 Proposition. Let N andL be minimal subsets ofßT, v,we N nJ,8,yeL r\J

such that vy = v, yv=y, w8 = w, 8w=8. Then the covariant functor F such that

F(si)=si8 for all objects si of K(v) and F(p)=yp8 (p e Horn (si, 38) e K(v))

is a natural equivalence of K(v) with K(8), its inverse being the functor G where

G(jSP)=JSPt; and G(q) = wqv for all objects JSP of K(8) and all morphisms q ofK(8).

Proof. Let p:si-+S8, q;38-><e be elements of K(v). Then F(pq)=ypq8

=ypyq8=yp8yq8=F(p)F(q) since as remarked above we may assume that pv=p

whence py=p. (Recall that 8y=y since they are both in the same minimal set.)

The natural equivalence o:I-+GF is given by o(si)(f)=fv8v=f8v e GF(si)

=si8v for all objects of K(v), andfe si. To see that this is so let p : si ->- 38 be an

element of K(v), andfe si. Then (GF)(p)o(si)(f) = (GF)(p)(f8v). Now (GF)(p) is

the map n-> hwyp8v(hesi8v). Thus (GF)(p)o(si)(f)=f8vwyp8v=f8wyp8v=.

f8yp8v=fyp8v=fp8v since vw=w, 8w=8, 8y=y and fy—f. On the other hand

°(38)(fp)=fp8v.
For each si, o(si) is an isomorphism, its inverse being h -» hory (h e si8v).

The proof is completed.

Let A^ be a minimal subset of ßT, v e AT and si an object of K(v). Then si induces

a topology rv(si) on Nv just as in §2. Thus if peNv and A^Nv, then p is in the

Tv(si) closure of A if and only if fpúfAv (fe si).

6.4 Proposition. Let NandL be minimal subsets of ßT,veNr\J, 8,yeLnJ

with vy = v and yv = y. Then the mapping </>'■ (Nv, rv(si)) -> (L8, r6(si8)) such that

<f>(p)=yp8 is a homeomorphism and group isomorphism for all T-subalgebras si of

2I(i>), the inverse being the map tp such that <fi(g) = vqy (q e ¿S).

Proof. Let p, q e Nv. Then <f>(pq) = ypq8 = ypyq8 = yp8yq8 = <p(p)<p(q) since py=p

and 8y=y. Also, <fi(f>(p) = v<p(p)y=vyp8y=vpy=p (peNv); and <p<p(r) = y<p(r)8

=yvry8=yr8 = r (r e L8). Hence <f> is a group isomorphism of Nv onto ¿S.

Now let A<^Nv and peNv with p in the ^(j^-closure of A and letfe si8. Then

f=h8 for some he si, and f<f>(p)=h8yp8=hyp8=hp8. Now hp¿hAv=hAyv=(hy)Arv

= (h8y)A'vm(h8yA*v =fA>->vgfrA6yv =frAiy.   Hence   f<f>(p) = hp8 <,f>A6y8 =/*">$.

Thus <f>(p) is in the T4(ja/8)-closure of <j>(A). This proves that <f> is continuous. The

proof that >p is continuous is similar.
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